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Story ideas for print and broadcast media 
July 6, 1990 
UD' S DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC SAFETY TRIES HIS HAND AT WRITING NOVELS 
He used to be a New York cop, but now he often rises before dawn to 
write novels. He's John Delamer, the University of Dayton's director of 
public safety. After 16 years of being a cop in New York City, Delamer has 
turned from street justice to poetic justice. Says Delamer: "There are 
four great human experiences--poverty, war, being in love and being in the 
presence of a dying loved one. If one has experienced three of the four, 
that person should have the depth of experience that lends to creativity." 
Delamer's been involved -- in one way or another -- in all four of the 
"great human experiences." Although he never fought in Vietnam, he fought 
his war on the streets of New York City. "We (cops) were the people crying 
out in the '60s to stop the drugs. We were the troops in the trenches 
watching drugs destroy young lives," he said. 
Today, after what he describes as many frustrating years of being an 
urban cop, he said: "After a while the system just grinds you and there's 
really nothing you can do. That's not why I chose to be a cop." So 
nowadays, Delamer is channeling his professional energies into providing 
security for UD's 76-acre campus and his creative energies into writing 
novels. He has even been called, by some colleagues, UD's answer to Joseph 
Warnbaugh, the cop turned best-selling novelist. 
Delamer came to UD just a little over a year ago after working for 
five years in the public safety department at New York University Medical 
Center and three years in the security office at the state University of 
New York at stony Brook. He is currently working on his third book , after 
penning a novel and a biography. His latest manuscript, University, delves 
into the ancient British Isles' religious practice of druidism. Set on a 
college campus, the book is totally "make believe," he assures. 
Delamer's two completed manuscripts--The Tarnished Shield, a fast-
paced suspense thriller, and Child of Midnight, the biography of Tony 
Casamento, a World War II veteran--are pending publication. Delamer is an 
avid reader of historical and suspense books and says there's still room in 
the literature world for another good novelist. And like most novelists, 
he says "it would be thrilling to have a best seller" on his hands. 
Delamer, a Bellbrook resident, 
interviews. 
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